
88 Galgalyung Road, Austral, NSW 2179
House For Rent
Wednesday, 19 June 2024

88 Galgalyung Road, Austral, NSW 2179

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 1 Type: House

https://realsearch.com.au/house-88-galgalyung-road-austral-nsw-2179


$800 per week

Riseonic Real Estate presenting a flawlessly constructed and tastefully designed 5-bedroom residence.Step inside this

exquisite 5-bedroom residence nestled in the desirable suburb of Austral. This home presents a harmonious fusion of

opulence, coziness, and accessibility. The expansive living spaces, contemporary conveniences, and elegant design make

this property an irresistible choice for even the most astute renters.As you enter, revel in the sleek layout and premium

finishes that adorn every corner. The open-plan living and dining areas cater to both social gatherings and serene family

moments. The  kitchen is  boasting state-of-the-art appliances, chic cabinetry, and a generous central island.Five

generously-proportioned bedrooms offer ample accommodation space, with the master suite featuring its own private

ensuite. Complemented by three additional bathrooms and various living zones, this magnificent abode guarantees

abundant room to move and unwind. Welcome to your dream haven in Austral.This charming house features a

contemporary design with white and grey walls, creating a sleek and modern aesthetic.Features:• Enjoy the spacious

backyard perfect for relaxation and gatherings. • The property also includes a luxurious bathtub and premium blinds.•

The bathroom is equipped with a deep soaking tub and generously sized shower windows.• The room is completed with

flooring and elegant tiling, adding a touch of sophistication and modernity.•  The windows provide an abundance of

natural light and ventilation, creating a bright and airy atmosphere.• The kitchen has a countertop made of durable and

easy-to-clean laminate material with a modern, sleek design and a subtle texture, featuring a single stainless-steel basin

and undermount sink.• Crisp white cabinets with soft-close doors, providing ample storage space for cookbooks, utensils,

and kitchen essentials• Sleek stainless steel door handlesYou may contact Vikram 0402774390 for further

information.Disclaimer: The above information has been gathered from sources that we believe are reliable. However, we

cannot guarantee the accuracy of this information, and nor do we accept responsibility for its accuracy. Any interested

parties should rely on their own inquiries and judgment to determine the accuracy of this information for their own

purposes. Images are for illustrative and design purposes only.


